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CO-ED INNERTUBE WATER POLO
Co-ed Rules:


5 participants in total: 1 goalie, 4 players –The team must have at least 2 participants
of the minority gender in the pool at ALL TIMES. After the games start, if for any
reason if there are not 2 members of the minority gender able to play (due to
injuries), then the team is able to play down a person (4 on the pool) but still must
have at least 1 member of the minority gender in the pool playing. If there are no
minority gender participants left during the game that can continue to participatetheir team will forfeit.

Time Rules:
 Length of game 2-20 minute halves - running time
 Time outs per team - one (1) per half as called by any player in control of the
ball.
General Rules & Regulations:










Goal Keeper Area
o Five feet from end of pool and entire width of the playing area. No
offensive player is permitted in this area ahead of the ball - offside.
Scoring
o One point for each goal scored. One point for each penalty point
thrown at the goal and scored. Can only shoot the ball from behind the
flag.
Pool Markings
o Distinctive markings, clearly visible to players on both sides of pool (if
possible) denoting goal line, five feet goal area.
Caps
o One team wears white caps, the other team blue caps. Goal keepers
wear red caps.
Drop Ball
o Throw ball by official into centre of the pool to start the game, each
quarter, and an overtime period. Players on each team must be in
position in respective goal areas before the ball is thrown – touching
their end zone’s pool wall before the whistle is blown.
Penalty Face-Off
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o When two opposing players have possession of the ball with no one
player having clear possession a face-off will be called. The two
players will position themselves 3 ft. apart at the side of the pool nearest
the point of the penalty. The referee will forcefully throw the ball into the
water between them. When the ball surfaces, it is in play. Failure to
gain clear possession, another face-off occurs. If this occurs again a
centre toss as in the start of the game shall be called.
Free Throw
o After minor infraction, non-violating team member nearest spot of
infraction puts ball into play by passing or advancing with ball.
Opponents may not rough, impede, or interfere with their attempt to
pass the ball. One pass must be made before any attempted goal.
Out of bounds ball
o A free throw from the same point the ball went out awarded to the
opposing team. Player nearest to where the ball goes out takes the
throw. If the goalie hits the ball out of bounds while making a save the
opposing team will receive a corner-throw. Referee will place the ball in
the nearest corner where the ball was hit out of bounds and blow their
whistle to indicate the start of play. The player completing the cornerthrow will then toss the ball into play.
Penalty throw
o A penalty throw is awarded to the offensive team if a player is fouled
inside the 5 yd. penalty area while controlling the ball and facing the
goal. All players except the goal keeper must leave the penalty area
until the throw is taken. No player may be within 1 yard of the thrower.
Should the penalty throw be missed, the ball is a free ball and continues
in play.
Substitutions:
o Substitutions may occur on the fly, however players must travel back to
their own defensive half before a new player can come on in their
place (i.e. substitutions may not occur in the offensive zone of play).

Method of Play:
1. Each team lines up at opposite ends of the pool at the start of play.
2. Play starts when the referee throws the ball into the centre of the playing area
and both teams propel their inner tubes toward the ball.
3. After each goal, the ball is put in play from the referee by returning it to the
goalie just scored upon.
4. No player may leave the inner tube and touch or manoeuvre the ball; otherwise,
the player is assessed a personal foul and a free throw or penalty throw is
awarded the nearest opponent. Also, if tipped out of the tube, a player may not
touch or control the ball until back in the tube. Players must be horizontal in the
tube when in contact with the ball or when advancing to the ball.
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Duties of the Goalie:
1. The goaltender may not throw the ball more than half the length of the pool at
any time.
2. To effectively guard the goal and prevent a thrown ball from entering it or
passing the goal line, the goalie may not leave the inner tube in performing the
task.
3. The goal tender must sit in a horizontal position inside the inner tube.
Duties of Other Team Members:
1. To pass, catch, and throw the ball to a team member or toward the goal in an
attempt to score upon the opposing team.
2. The forward line should remain an offence and not attempt to drop back more
than halfway. No part of an offensive player's body or tube may penetrate the
four yard line.
3. The defensive line should keep in mind that they are the main line of defence for
the goal tender and should not venture way up the goal (this is optional).
4. Defender shall not stay in the goal area (2 meters in front of the goal) for more
than 30 seconds. Failing to leave will result in a penalty. In the event of a
penalty, the offensive team gains possession for an indirect throw.
5. Tackling a player who has possession of the ball is legal, but must be done from
tube to tube. Tackling is defined as dumping a player from their tube.
Infractions
Penalty - losing possession of the ball to another team by a free throw.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pushing off of the wall or another player with or without the ball.
Holding onto pool wall while in possession of the ball, including the goalie.
Holding the ball under water.
Goal tender throwing the ball more than half the length of the pool.
Offensive player within the goal keeper's area.

Personal Fouls
Penalty - Losing possession of the ball to the other team by a free throw.
1. Holding, pushing, hitting, jumping on, tackling, ducking, or dumping an
opponent player not holding the ball.
2. Goal keeper holding on to the side of the pool while catching or passing the ball.
3. Player persistently repeating an infraction, even after the referee has given
warnings.
4. Tipping an opponent out of their tube immediately after a score in an attempt to
discount the score.
5. Using arms or legs to prevent an opponent from flipping your tube (i.e. slapping or
kicking away opponent’s hands).
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Personal Fouls – Penalties
1. A Free throw is awarded to the nearest opponent or a penalty throw at the goal
if the foul occurs in the penalty area.
Major Fouls – Penalty
Offending player shall be removed from the game for remainder of the game. They
may be replaced by a substitute.
1. Player attacking, striking, or kicking an opponent in such a manner as, in opinion
or referee, to endanger the person in any way.
2. Flagrantly refusing obedience to referee's request.
3. To exhibit unsportsmanlike conduct.

